SOCOTRA ISLAND
OUT OF EARTH EXPERIENCE
BROUGHT TO YOUR FINGER TIPS

Awaited Moment (8D / 7N) Package
Day 1- Socotra Airport
Socotra specialist tour staff will be waiting for you inside
the arriving hall at Socotra Airport. After welcome and
greetings, you will be taken by 4*4 wheel drive to your hotel
(Summerland Hotel). Summerland hotel is located in the
capital of Socotra island (Hadibo), that is about 15km away
from the airport. It is about 20 min. of driving in relaxed and
friendly atmosphere. You can relax in your room then join us
for lunch. In the afternoon we can visit Delisha beach to enjoy the island
beach breeze. After the sunset, we can return back to the hotel for dinner and
overnight stay.

Day 2- Homhil Protected Area (Home of the frankincense
trees)
Homhil is one of the famous attractions in the island due to its natural
beauty. It is known as the home of frankincense trees. It's beautiful landscape
and the presence of dragoon blood trees alongside the mountain make the
area very special to the visitors. Add to this beauty the wonderful natural
fresh water swimming pool in which one dip in that pool will printed in your
mind forever. Homhil is approximately 40 km away from Hadibo and it is a
place where you will make great memories.

Day 3 and 4- Southern Side of the Island
Today we cross the island from north to south. All the way from the
Arabian Sea to the Indian Ocean. In day 3 of your visit we will drive about 70 km through the island old
famous road to fully enjoy the views of Wadi Difarho passing by palm trees. In this wadi you will enjoy
having your lunch. In the afternoon we will continue driving through the beautiful sand dunes of Halmi and
Hayf towards Amaq beach where we will camp for two days. Amaq beach is very beautiful and clean sea
side where you will enjoy camping, sun set and sunrise watching. In Day 4, we will be visit Dagub cave,
where you will enjoy beautiful scenery.

Add contact information here

Day 5- Dixam Plateau (Home of dragoon blood trees)
After breakfast in Ameq and quick morning swim in the Indian
Ocean, we will be heading towards Dixam plateau passing by different
shapes of bottle trees along the way. Dixam is known as the home of
dragoon blood trees. These are the most famous and fabulous trees
which can be witnessed here in Socotra. The wonderful view points and
the interaction with local children and villagers make the day great.
Later on we will be visiting Wadi Dirhur where you may enjoy the
fresh water swimming pool, having your lunch, and the view from the
bottom of the valley.

Day 6- Qalansia - Shouab
After a wonderful day with dragoon blood trees and there beautiful
and bizarre shapes, we will drive to Qalansia. Qalansia is the second
largest district in the island after Hadibo. You may have noticed the
long white sandy beach before landing in Socotra airport. Today you
will enjoy the amazing clean, quiet and mesmerizing beach of Ditwah.
We will take a boat trip to Shouab beach. During the boat trip you may
watch swimming dolphins, folks of cormorants and other type of sea
birds, which make the trip very exciting and stay in your minds forever.
After a quick dip in the crystal clear water of Shouab beach, we will
return back to Qalansia to enjoy the rest of the day.

Day 7- Arher Sand Dunes – Dihamri Corals reefs
Arher is an area with fabulous white sand dunes. The sand was
pushed by monsoon wind from thousands of years ago to form two
huge dunes of white sand. In Arher, you will witness the miracle of life,
where fresh water streams runs from under the sand dunes all year
around. Arher is located in the northeast side of the island, about 65 km
from Hadibo. To reach Arher, we will pass by a lot of fishermen
villages. Later on, we will continue driving to Arsel village to watch
fishermen boats and you may enjoy taking photos. In the afternoon, we
will visit Dihamri marine protected area for lunch break and afternoon
snorkeling in Dihamri magnificent coral reefs since its known as one of
the longest and most beautiful coral reef in the island.

Day 8- Hadibo- Socotra Airport
In your last day in the island, you will enjoy your goodbye breakfast
and then you will be transferred to the airport. We wish you a save
flight and we will be waiting for you to come and join us again.
** Join us in Facebook at

https://www.facebook.com/SocotraSpecialistTour

Package Includes
 4 wheel drive
 Accommodation
 3 meals daily
 Tour guide
 Protected areas entry fees
 Airport transfer
 Camel for hiking trips only.
Package Excludes
 Personal expense
 Snorkeling
and
diving
materials.
 Rental of Mask, Snorkel and
Life Jacket is NOT included.
 Flights tickets fare
 Insurance
Terms & Condition:
 Minimum 2 Guests
 Subject to weather condition.
In the event of bad weather
condition.
Price list:
 1360 US$ for 2 person.
 Contact us for group prices.
Our website:
http://www.sct-tours.com

Add contact information here

